Musa TangoNY
Dancer, Instructor, Musician & Choreographer @ TangoNY.com
Musa began dancing Argentine Tango in 2002. In 2006 he quit his full time job
and became a Tango Performer and Instructor at Sandra Cameron Dance
Center. In 2009 he opened his tango school under the name of Tango NY and
moved his classes to Pearl Studios. Still based in New York City, Musa teaches
continually group classes 4 days a week on: Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Fridays. He is known for taking his students to milongas after each class. He
believes that the best teacher is the dance floor itself and students should dance
in the real floor as much as possible.
In 2009 Musa also established his Tango Music Band called ZUM and they
perform regularly in various events in NYC. He is the Rhythm Guitarist for the
band.
His background as a computer engineer and guitar player helps him to
understand the technical analysis of movement as well as the sensory
interpretation of music. He believes in simplicity of movements and clarity of
communication. “Communications is the key element of every partnership” he
says, “and there should be a simple, clear language established between the
partners.”
His elegance on the dance floor and passion for teaching makes him unique
and he keeps pushing his limits to improve his style which represents his
elegance and passion.
He has performed with his partners in various Milongas/Tango Social Parties
in NYC as well as private events at Edison Ballroom, Cipriani, Argentine
Consulate, City Town Hall, Drom, etc.
He has featured at Italian Vogue Magazine for a special photo shoot. Also he
has mentioned at The Wall Street Journal for his performance at Michaels’s
NYC.
He is available for shows/performances, concerts, theatre, private parties,
corporate events, weddings, commercials/TV/print as well as instruction,
choreography and coaching.
Contact: (917) 902-1237

musa@tangony.com

www.TangoNY.com

